Southeastern College Art Conference Member's Exhibition, 2007
The Cultural Center, Charleston, WV
Exhibition Dates: September 17th-October 20th, 2007
List of works and summary of dimensions

Show coordinator: Emily Ritchey, Birke Art Gallery Director, Marshall University (304) 617-9557 or (304) 696-2296; ritchey3@marshall.edu

Approximate Show dimensions:
3-D work: 10 pedestals, various dimensions.
Running Feet of 2-D work: 86'
Number of works:
  2-D: 39
  3-D (freestanding): 10

List of Works:
Charles Carraway, Interior, 2006 18x16"
Mark Hosford, Bloddy Nose Basement, 2006 13x20"
Heidi Jensen, Lamentation, 2006 33x44"
Steven Bleicher, Wig-Warn Motel, 2006 11x14"
Raymond Gaddy, Longleaf IV, 2007 20x16"
Sandra Reed, Green Space, 2001 14x24"
Margaret Reneke, Salome, 2006 22"x22"
Jorge Alvarez, The Calling of the Mardi Gras, 1995 77x68"
Frank E. Ballato III, 14,000 Hopes and Dreams with 21bx of Baggage, 2006 53x25"
Carol Prusa, Core (Fire), 2006, 30" diameter circle
Ann Conner, Westwood 2, 2006 47"x37"
Julia Morrisroe, Speed at Six Series: J, 2006 9x11" (prize for the 3 of them)
Julia Morrisroe, Speed at Six Series: M, 2006 9x11"
Julia Morrisroe, Speed at Six Series: L, 2006 9x11"
Marius Valoes, Yoki Bear, 2006 13x 19"
Robin Rathmann Ogee, Village Church, 2006 59x43"
Robin Rathmann, Half-Drop Monarch Machine, 2006 59x43"
Claire Sherwood, The Slightest Amount, 2006 64x54" (Top prize)
Barb Bondy, RW, 2006 30X50"
Victoria Fergus, Tshietinush Coat, 2006 55X50"
Beauvais Lyons, Hokes Archives, Austrolapithecus simiacentaurensis, 2006 22X28"
Christopher W. Luhar-Trice, Two Dogs, Vanitas, 2005 20x32"
Karla Freiheit, Untitled (Verso), 2006 15x19"
Karla Freiheit, What is this Cloth Made of?, 2006 21X12"
Kelly M. Nelson, Girl I, 2006 8"X6"
Nicholas Davis, I Lost It, 2005 36X8"
Gabrielle Mayer, Paper or Plastic, 2006 44X38"
Todd McDonald, For T, 11/06 45X24X2"
Mark Tobin Moore, View from Loudon Heights, 2006 16X16"
Jessica L. Smith, Droplet Pattern, 2006 15x7x2" (2nd prize for the two of them)
Jessica L. Smith, Flower Power, 2006 15x7x2"
Libby Rowe, Libby sat in wait, 2001-2007 14 X14"
Dianne Fox, Wisconsin (lion), 2006 35x 24"
Erin Anifinson, Self confrontation, 2006 11x14"
MA LaFratta, Chile 2003 Freedom of Information, 4 panels, 11x11” each
William Andrus, Trickster #1, 2006 48” square

**Videos:**
Justin Gillispie, good n good 4 ya Three screens playing video---approx. 24x25” each
next to outlets.
Marius Valdes, Winnie
Brian Evans, Melea
F. Brannon, Fables, 2003 5x8"x2 each (handmade books)
F. Brannon, The Egg Show, 2005
F. Brannon, The Cherokee Phoenix, 2005
Martha MacLeish, Glacial Time, 2007 45x21x5"
**Stad Leech, Ring Reflections 3, 2006 8x10x8" (prize)**
Alison Helm, Beach Fragments, 2006 15x15x15"
Charlein Weidell, Peeling Back the Layers, 1999 8"x 24" x 8" (3-d)
Julia Karll, Tally Vortex, 2005 25X30X12"
John Richardson, Plug, 2007, 20x11x2"
**John Richardson, Minute (3),2006, 26x 18"x3" (3rd prize)**